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Colors on your computer screen are never 100% accurate.
Color accuracy is ensured only when seeing actual product samples.

Illumina
Color Series
Standard Forté White Colors

I-02

I-01
Forté White (Base Plaster Color)
Forté White will surround you
in a pearly luster.

I-03
Silver Sands

Silver Sands transforms your room into a
pale sterling dream.

I-04

Seadrift

Seadrift, a creamy color reminiscent
of the fairest driftwood.

I-05
Barefoot Beach

On Barefoot Beach, a perfect shell glows in
the taupey morning light.

Molasses Reef

Warm up to Molasses Reef; a shade of
soothing light cocoa.

I-07

I-06
Goosewing Beach

Envelop your walls in a shade of downy buff
with Goosewing Beach.

Tranquility Bay

Tranquility Bay is a bashful blush
of summer sand.

To achieve colors in the Illumina Color Series:
Mix your selected Forté color pack into one bag of Forté White plaster.
1 color pack of Seadrift mixed into 1 bag of Forté White plaster will achieve Seadrift

Please contact your local dealer, applicator or American Clay for a sample of your desired color and finish.

I-08

I-09
Cape May

The softest ray of yellow daylight
illuminates Cape May.

Flamenco Beach

At Flamenco Beach, the palest peach
of sunrise awakens you.

I-11

I-10
Breezy Point

Gentle Breezy Point scatters a hint
of the faintest green.

I-12

Islamorada

Escape with a tone of cool iced
daiquiri at Islamorada.

I-13
La Jolla Shores

An endless stretch of ethereal blue
is La Jolla Shores.

I-14

Crystal Cove

Crystal Cove is a sublime shade
of celestial skies.

I-15
Grace Bay

A whisper of lilac awaits you in
a room with Grace Bay.

Morningstar

Pink, gossamer fairy wings are as
bright as a Morningstar.

To achieve colors in the Illumina Color Series:
Mix your selected Forté color pack into one bag of Forté White plaster.
1 color pack of Morningstar mixed into 1 bag of Forté White plaster will achieve Morningstar
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